Schedule from Hotels to Tavrichesky Palace (Morning shuttles)

14.06.2021

**Route 1**

*Point 1* - Isaakievskaya Ploshad (next to St. Isaak Cathedral)

Pick up time 7:40; 8:00; 8:20; 8:40

*At Tavrichesky Palace 8:05; 8:25; 8:45; 9:10*

**Route 2**

*Point 1* – Hotel Radisson Sonya (19, Chaikovskogo str.)

Pick up time 8:20; 8:40; 9:00

*At Tavrichesky Palace 8:35; 9:00; 9:20*

**Route 3**

*Point 1* – Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablestroiteley str.)

Pick up time 7:45; 8:20

*Point 2* – Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona)

Pick up time 8:15; 8:50

*At Tavrichesky Palace 8:45; 9:20*

15.06.2021, 16.06.2021, 17.06.2021

**Route 1**

*Point 1* - Isaakievskaya Ploshad (next to St. Isaak Cathedral)

Pick up time 7:10; 7:30; 7:50; 8:10

*At Tavrichesky Palace 7:35; 7:55; 8:15; 8:40*

**Route 2**

*Point 1* – Hotel Radisson Sonya (19, Chaikovskogo str.)

Pick up time 7:30; 7:50; 8:10
**At Tavrichesky Palace 7:50; 8:10; 8:30**

**Route 3**

**Point 1** – Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablestroiteley str.)

Pick up time 7:00; 7:20

**Point 2** – Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona)

Pick up time 7:30; 7:50

**At Tavricheskiy Palace 8:00; 8:20**

**Schedule from Tavrichesky Palace to Hotels & Evening Programme**

14.06.2021

**Route 1**

**Point 1** – Tavrichesky Palace - Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona) - Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablestroiteley str.)

Pick up time 17:15

**Route 2 (NEXT Generation Reception @ The Saint Petersburg Planetarium)**

**Point 1** – Tavrichesky Palace – Planetarium 1(74, Nab. Obvodnogo kanala)

Pick up time: 17:10; 17:30, 18:00

**Schedule from Evening Programme (Planetarium 1) to Hotels**

**Route 1 (Radisson Sonya – Hotel Vedensky)**

**Point 1** – Planetarium 1(74, Nab. Obvodnogo kanala) - Radisson Sonya – Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona)

Pick up time at Planetarium 1- at 23:00; 23:10; 23:20; 23:30

**Route 2 (Isaakievskaya Ploshad – Radisson Pribaltiyskaya)**

**Point 1** – Planetarium 1(74, Nab. Obvodnogo kanala) - Isaakievskaya Ploshad – Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablestroiteley str.)

Pick up time at Planetarium 1- at 23:00; 23:10; 23:20; 23:30
15.06.2021

Route 1
Tavrichesky Palace – Radisson Sonya Hotel- Isaakievskaya Ploshad
Pick up time at Tavrichesky Palace 20:30; 20:40; 20:50; 21:00

Route 2
Tavrichesky Palace - Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona) - Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablastroiteley str.)
Pick up time at Tavrichesky Palace 20:30; 20:40; 20:50

16.06.2021

Route 1
Tavrichesky Palace – Gala Dinner (The Summer Palace of Peterhof)
Pick up time at Tavrichesky Palace 18:20; 18:30; 18:40; 18:40

Schedule from Evening Programme (The Summer Palace) to Hotels

Route 1
The Summer Palace - Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablastroiteley str.)
- Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona)
Pick up time 23:00; 23:30; 00:00

Route 2
The Summer Palace - Isaakievskaya Ploshad - Radisson Sonya Hotel
Pick up time 23:00; 23:30; 00:00; 00:10; 00:20

17.06.2021

Route 1
Tavrichesky Palace – Radisson Sonya - Isaakievskaya Ploshad
Pick up time at Tavrichesky Palace 18:00; 18:10; 18:20; 18:30

Route 2
Tavrichesky Palace - Hotel Vedensky (37, Bolshoy prospekt Petrogradskaya storona) - Hotel Radisson Pribaltiyskaya (14, Korablistroiteley str.)

Pick up time at Tavrichesky Palace 18:00; 18:10; 18:20; 18:30

**Social and Cultural Program**

*The buses will be at the pick up location 15 minutes before departure time.*

**Morning Tour (14,15,16,17/06)**

*pick up point for the excursion* - Isaakievskaya Ploshad (next to St. Isaak Cathedral)

Start of the sightseeing tour **10:00**.

Visit to Petr and Paul Fortress **11:30** – **14:00**

**Afternoon Tour (14,16,17/06)**

*pick up point for the excursion* – Tavrichesky Palace

Start for the transfer to Faberge Museum at **15:45**. Visit of Faberge Museum.

Boat sightseeing tour starts next to Faberge Museum (Fontanka 21) and ends at the pier Moika 39 at **19:00**.

**Afternoon Tour (15/06)**

*pick up point for the excursion* – Tavrichesky Palace

Start for the transfer to **Hermitage** Museum at **15:45**. Visit of **Hermitage** Museum.

Boat sightseeing tour starts at the pier Moika 39 and ends at the same pier at **19:00**.

**Peterhof Tour (18/06)**

*pick up point for the excursion* - Isaakievskaya Ploshad (next to St. Isaak Cathedral)

**Start of the tours for the groups:**

- **8:00** English speaking groups 1,2,3,4 & Russian speaking groups 1&2
- **8:20** English speaking groups 5,6,7,8 & Russian speaking groups 3&4
- **8:40** English speaking groups 9,10 & Russian speaking groups 4&6

**Visit of Peterhof Palace & Gardens**

Departure by Meteors (arrival to 39, Dvortsovaya nab.). Ready to board **15 minutes before departure time**.

**11:30** Meteor 1
11:50 Meteor 2&3
12:00 Meteor 4